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In this Time Top 100 Book of the Year, the National Book Award finalist and New York Times

bestselling author of Heartland“analyzes how Dolly Parton’s songs—and success—have

embodied feminism for working-class women” (People). Growing up amid Kansas wheat fields

and airplane factories, Sarah Smarsh witnessed firsthand the particular vulnerabilities—and

strengths—of women in working poverty. Meanwhile, country songs by female artists played in

the background, telling powerful stories about life, men, hard times, and surviving. In her family,

she writes, “country music was foremost a language among women. It’s how we talked to each

other in a place where feelings aren’t discussed.” And no one provided that language better

than Dolly Parton.In this “tribute to the woman who continues to demonstrate that feminism

comes in coats of many colors,” Smarsh tells readers how Parton’s songs have validated

women who go unheard: the poor woman, the pregnant teenager, the struggling mother

disparaged as “trailer trash.” Parton’s broader career—from singing on the front porch of her

family’s cabin in the Great Smoky Mountains to achieving stardom in Nashville and Hollywood,

from “girl singer” managed by powerful men to self-made mogul of business and philanthropy—

offers a springboard to examining the intersections of gender, class, and culture.Infused with

Smarsh’s trademark insight, intelligence, and humanity, this is “an ambitious book” (The New

Republic) about the icon Dolly Parton and an “in-depth examination into gender and class and

what it means to be a woman and a working-class hero that feels particularly important right

now” (Refinery29).



PRAISE FORShe Come By It Natural“Like Parton herself, Smarsh’s treatment is so much

deeper than what appears on the surface. . . . Smarsh tells Parton’s story through the eyes of

women who grew up in rural America struggling to make ends meet. . . . A new generation is

just now realizing the power of Parton’s music. Some certainly will find out about it because of

Smarsh’s book, which tells Parton’s story and puts it into step with our times.”—The Spokane

Spokesman-Review“Smarsh explains that Parton’s full legacy is much deeper and more

rewarding than it might seem from casual listening.”—The Pitch podcast“Throughout the book,

Parton and Smarsh are in unspoken dialogue with one another, sharing common language and

struggle through the beauty of country music.”—Willamette Week“Dolly comes vividly to life in

[the book’s] pages . . . a serious, not worshipful but something better, deeply respectful critical

portrait . . . She really is as sharp and as complicated as we’d begun to suspect.”—

Shawangunk Journal“We will always love reading about Dolly Parton.”—Yahoo! Life“She Come

By It Natural will appeal to a wide range of readers who are curious about Parton. Smarsh

finds a sweet spot between biography and memoir that lets her move nimbly between her

personal affection for Parton’s impact on women’s lives and her journalistic analysis of Parton’s

artistry, business acumen, and iconic role in our quick-changing zeitgeist.”—Chapter 16“Sarah

Smarsh expertly explores the overlooked social contributions of women. . . . [An] inspiring

tribute to Dolly Parton herself.”—CNN.com“She Come By It Natural is the latest—and best, and

most affecting and convincing—component of what appears to be, at long last, the Great Dolly

Parton Renaissance.”—The Ringer“A love letter both to Parton and to the women who continue

to see themselves in her songs.”—Shelf Awareness“[Smarsh] skillfully illustrat[es] how

[Parton’s] music speaks to women, especially those from a lower-class background.”—

Bookreporter“Smarsh seamlessly weaves her family’s experiences with Parton’s biography—

triumphs and shortcomings alike—and cultural context. She Come By It Natural is, as a result,

a relatable examination of one of country music’s brightest stars and an inspiring tale of what

women can learn from one another.”—BookPage“Affectionate and astute . . . Smarsh’s

luminescent prose and briskly tempered storytelling make for an illuminating take on a one-of-a-

kind artist.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review)“A highly readable treat for music and feminist

scholars as well as Parton’s legion of fans.”—Kirkus Reviews“Smarsh’s range as a storyteller

(much like her subject’s) makes this the best kind of American story, one of a person so

extraordinarily vast that we find room for ourselves, too.”—Booklist“A warmhearted journey into

what Dolly means to generations of women who saw their lives reflected in her songs, who first

embraced her not as a star but a sister.”—Elizabeth Catte, author of What You Are Getting

Wrong About AppalachiaThank you for downloading this Simon & Schuster ebook.Get a FREE

ebook when you join our mailing list. Plus, get updates on new releases, deals, recommended

reads, and more from Simon & Schuster. Click below to sign up and see terms and

conditions.Already a subscriber? Provide your email again so we can register this ebook and

send you more of what you like to read. You will continue to receive exclusive offers in your

inbox.For Grandma BettyFOREWORDIf you doubt that women have advanced much during

the century since they gained the right to vote in 1920, consider the present-day phenomenon

that is Dolly Parton.She adorns female torsos as a T-shirt, declaring power not with the term

“feminist” but with a big ol’ pile of hair. She burns on desks as a blasphemous prayer candle,

her image canonized with a halo (above a big ol’ pile of hair). Well into her seventies, she

frequently holds forth on talk shows and awards-ceremony stages, where women of a certain

age historically have gone unseen.People can’t get enough of Dolly, who is now—as



hagiographic magazine pieces, breathless tweets, and diverse, roaring audiences attest—a

universally beloved icon recognized as a creative genius with a goddess-sized heart.Not so

long ago, she was best known by many people as the punch line of a boob joke.Why, then, this

new shift in regard?When Parton was born into rural poverty in 1946, women’s suffrage had

been granted by US constitutional amendment just twenty-six years prior. Women had recently

made economic strides amid a wartime economy but still were widely abused by a system in

which the female body had few protections from assault, unwanted pregnancy, or undervalued

labor. Women in poverty and women of color fared the worst, on the losing end of societal

structures favoring wealth and whiteness. Meanwhile, their contributions toward gender

equality went unnoticed, undocumented, and ill-understood.By the 1960s, young Parton—short

on book-learnin’ but long on smarts—left her Appalachian holler with independent dreams that

defied gender norms. Like so many women of her generation, she got the job done, breaking

free from the shackles of men’s income, men’s decisions, men’s anything. And also like so

many, she was woefully underestimated and undervalued along the way.While she was offered

as a smiling “girl singer” at the outset of her career and referenced foremost by her physical

attributes for decades to come, Parton was a brilliant force—not just in songwriting and singing

but in gender performance and business. Many of her twenty-first-century fans are thus

“discovering” what was there all along, in plain sight but for the blinders of patriarchy: Parton’s

artistry, intellectual depth, and self-fashioned paradoxes that slyly comment on our country’s

long-denied caste system (looking “cheap,” say, while by all accounts acting with pure

class).There is about the current Dolly fervor, I sense, an apology among some for the lifelong

slut-shaming: I had no idea she was all those things. Now I understand. Now I see better.

Parton projected a sweetly defiant self-possession throughout her career in a man’s world; one

doesn’t get the impression that she expected or cared whether such validation would come.

But it’s a magnificent thing to witness—an atonement countless women have deserved but

never received, flowering while the woman is alive to see it.Like Dolly, I grew up on a struggling

family farm (albeit with indoor plumbing). My hard luck, like Dolly’s, was mixed with the unjust

advantage of white skin and the chance fortune of a strong mind. But the palms of my hands

were red and swollen, cut by stems of invasive ryegrass that I pulled from our wheat fields

before summer harvest, and the difficult but beautiful world I knew was dying in the cogs of

industrial economies.I was a reader, when I could get ahold of something to read, and

literature showed me places I’d never seen. Another art form, though, showed me my own

place: country music. Its sincere lyrics and familiar accent confirmed, with triumph and sorrow,

that my home—invisible or ridiculed elsewhere in news and popular culture—deserved to be

known, and that it was complicated and good.I grew up to sometimes inhabit more

cosmopolitan places and found around me a common refrain about music: “I like everything

except country.” (Or, sometimes, “I like everything except country and rap.”) If someone did like

a country song or musician, this information required a qualifier: “I don’t like country music, but

I do like Johnny Cash.” The snickering summary of the genre, among those who didn’t know it

firsthand: “My pickup truck broke down and my dawg and my woman left me.” (A classist

dismissal not unlike, perhaps, racist dismissals of rap music.) “It all sounds the same,” people

told me, proving nothing but their ignorance.So, in 2016, when I heard about a new fellowship

to commission extensive writing on the intersection of roots music and culture for the small but

excellent No Depression magazine, I jumped at the chance. I’d already been doing research for

a piece of writing about Parton’s reemergence that election year, during which she was touring

with a new record, as a unifying balm for a country freshly torn by social upheaval. Political

headlines were fixating on a hateful, sexist version of rural, working-class America that I did not



recognize. Dolly’s music and life contained what I wanted to say about class, gender, and my

female forebears: That country music by women was the formative feminist text of my

life.Parton does not identity as a “feminist” and, like me, comes from a place where “theory” is a

solid guess about how the coyotes keep getting into the chicken house. Her decades-long

tendency to perform while wearing all white is not, I am certain, a nod to suffragists. But her

work is a nod to women who can’t afford to travel to the march, women working with their

bodies while others are tweeting with their fingers.The journalism fellowship offered twenty-five

cents per word for what would be a yearlong effort—a poverty wage and far less than I’d

earned a decade prior for writing easy airline-magazine features. (Such is the post-digital

economic state of journalism.) I was already under deadline with a major publishing house for

a book that I knew might be my life’s work, Heartland. There was nothing sensible, for little pay

and a niche magazine’s small readership, about spending a year concurrently writing about

Dolly Parton. I submitted my application.One month before the 2016 presidential election, I

learned that I’d won the fellowship, funded by the FreshGrass Foundation. My work would be

published by No Depression as a four-part, print-only series over the course of 2017. The

moment in which the writing emerged—outlined just before the first Women’s March,

completed just before the mainstream explosion of the #MeToo movement—is palpable in

these pages.Now, amid a political climate that is still roiling, points on gender and economic

status remain timely. But this story is about much more than that. It’s about leaving home but

never really leaving home. It’s about an unfashionable quality in our angry society—grace—

and its ability to inspire the best in others. It’s also about a seventy-year-old woman telling a hot

young cowboy to dance in place while she plays the fiddle.Since completing this deeply

researched work in its original form, I have come across previously published texts that make

similar conclusions about country music and Dolly Parton—unknown to me while I was writing

but in harmony all the same: Nadine Hubbs’s 2014 book Rednecks, Queers, & Country Music,

a 2014 BUST cover story, even a 1987 issue of Ms. in which Parton was named one of the

magazine’s women of the year and Gloria Steinem wrote the tribute to her. Independent

emergence of like ideas underscores their importance and validity; meanwhile, I aimed to

ensure that any idea that was not my original thought is clearly attributed to its source. The

contents are slightly revised from their original serial format, in part to create the seamless

read a book requires. Time references have not been edited (i.e., changing “last summer” to

“four years ago”), preserving a snapshot of a critical moment in America. It’s a snapshot that I

know to have been heavily consulted and directly drawn from by national media, including a hit

podcast on which I appeared as a guest.On that 2019 podcast, Dolly Parton’s America, host

Jad Abumrad presents Parton with my take on her brand of feminism, a term she had rejected

outright in their previous interview.“We went back to Dolly one more time, and I took that

question that I asked her and reframed it in light of something that we had seen and that Sarah

Smarsh had told us,” Abumrad narrates. “That there are the feminists in theory, but there are

also the feminists in practice.”“That’s the one. That’s me. That’s me,” Parton replied “. . . I think

that’s a good way of saying it. I live it. I work it. And I think there’s power in it for me.”Power,

indeed. Unlike most celebrities, while the world fell apart in 2020, Parton somehow only

became more relevant.Were I writing this book today, therefore, some of the particulars would

be different. Then, the crisis for which Parton provided aid was a historic wildfire in the Great

Smoky Mountains; now, it’s a catastrophic pandemic of global proportions. At the start of the

Covid-19 outbreak, Parton donated a million dollars to Vanderbilt University’s research of the

virus—research that led to development of a highly effective vaccine from pharmaceutical

company Moderna. (This poignant turn of events—Parton literally saved the world—sent Dolly



Mania to new heights.)Then, the race controversy in Parton’s immediate midst concerned her

dinner-theater tourist attraction, the decades-old Dixie Stampede, which presented the Civil

War as silly, whitewashed entertainment; in response to criticism, in 2018 the Parton-owned

business dropped “Dixie” from its name and moved away from the Civil War conceit. Now, after

video of George Floyd’s murder at the hands of law enforcement in May 2020 ignited

worldwide protests against police brutality and systemic racism, the pervasive Black Lives

Matter movement is forcing a national reckoning in public policy and beyond—presenting

celebrities with a choice about how to wield their cultural influence.Many country music stars

expressed solidarity in the wake of Floyd’s death. Faith Hill, for instance, called for removal of

the Confederate “stars and bars” from the state flag of her native Mississippi, as protesters

toppled monuments to slave holders across the country. And another business dropped the

term “Dixie”: the platinum-selling trio the Dixie Chicks, who as “The Chicks” released a bold

protest anthem and accompanying video of triumphant demonstrators for Black Lives Matter

and other progressive causes. Amid all this, Parton, who previously made no direct statement

supporting the #MeToo movement or any other political uprising over the decades, initially

stayed quiet.During the summer of 2020, though, in a cover story for Billboard, she surprised

some fans—not with the content of her thoughts but with the fact that she spelled them out in

no uncertain terms: “Of course Black lives matter,” Parton said, her lack of trademark

equivocation perhaps revealing that the issue is at its core not just political but moral. “Do we

think our little white asses are the only ones that matter? No!” (Country-bred readers might

wonder whether the interviewer misheard “lily-white asses.”)As Confederate monuments came

down across the South, petitions grew for Tennessee to erect a monument to their favorite

daughter. In early 2021, the state legislature considered a bill, with rare bipartisan support, to

do just that—until Parton herself asked lawmakers to drop it. “Given all that is going on in the

world,” she said after expressing her thanks in a statement, “I don’t think putting me on a

pedestal is appropriate at this time. I hope, though, that somewhere down the road several

years from now or perhaps after I’m gone if you still feel I deserve it, then I’m certain I will

stand proud in our great State Capitol as a grateful Tennessean. In the meantime, I’ll continue

to try to do good work to make this great state proud.” Many noted the irony that the qualities of

her statement are precisely why folks want to give her a statue. (As it happens, some years

ago I wrote about just such a statue—at the end of this book.)Plenty else has changed since

my writing. Then, Parton’s most recent TV foray was an NBC Christmas movie inspired by one

of her hit songs; now, it’s a Netflix series inspired by several of her hit songs. Then, Parton’s

Imagination Library had donated 80 million books to children around the world; now, the

number is well past 150 million. Then, I included another writer’s brilliant argument that rapper

Nicki Minaj had much in common with Parton; now, I’d note the Partonesque qualities of cross-

genre star Lizzo.Dolly’s Grammy count has increased, and my regard for Roseanne Barr—

whose television character I portrayed as a working-class feminist hero and who subsequently

made vile, racist public comments—has greatly diminished.I would lament insufficient attention

to female artists in the 2019 Ken Burns documentary Country Music but celebrate that such a

series was finally made. I’d observe the overt, intersectional feminism and racial statements of

country acts that have since emerged, such as Our Native Daughters, Mickey Guyton, and the

Highwomen.I would write about not just one female candidate for president but several,

representing multiple races, ethnicities, and regions in the 2020 primary election. None of them

made it to the general election as contenders for the top spot, Hillary Clinton’s 2016 loss of

which I document here, but they all made history.I would observe that more than a few abusive,

powerful men have fallen—fired by the corporate world they ran, some even sent to prison—



thanks to the courage of women who shouted their names.The world has transformed in the

last few years. But the big themes and arguments here abide. At least one detail does, too: A

study published last year found that, in keeping with a 2016 statistic I cited, songs performed

by female artists still accounted for just 10 percent of country radio plays in 2019.Readers of

my previous work as journalist, essayist, and author will recognize Grandma Betty, who was

born just months apart from Dolly. Several Heartland readers have told me that their biggest

laugh from the book was Betty’s serious request to me in the mid-1990s, when I was a

teenager and she was considering her mortality, that I make sure she be buried without a bra.

“I hate the damn things,” she told me. “You can burn ’em when I die.”She soon beat me to it.

After her professional retirement that decade, she threw all her underwire bras and pantyhose

onto our farm’s burn pile, where we dumped trash, and doused them with lighter fluid.Like

Dolly, Betty doesn’t call herself a feminist. She wasn’t considering the inaccurate trope about

second-wave feminists ceremoniously burning their brassieres in protest. Intending to dress

comfortably in her retirement years, she simply had no further use for the things and wanted to

watch the straps turn to ash. I suspect that she also, modestly and pragmatically, didn’t want

her undergarments blowing from the trash pile into the nearby work shed, hay barn, or pig pen.

So Grandma lit a smoke and flung the match, and her bras caught fire in the Kansas wind.It’s

the kind of thing you could write a country song about.—Sarah Smarsh, March 2021PART

ONEDOLLY PARTON EMBODIES THE WORKING WOMAN’S FIGHT— SPRING 2017 —

When Dolly Parton’s holiday movie about crises and miracles in East Tennessee, Christmas of

Many Colors, premiered on television last November, wildfires were burning up the Great

Smoky Mountains where she first strummed a guitar. As smoke cleared in Parton’s native

Sevier County, the death toll would reach fourteen. Tennessee governor Bill Haslam told the

New York Times it was the biggest fire in the state in a century.Hours before the film aired,

Parton announced that her Dollywood Foundation would give a thousand dollars per month for

six months to every family who lost their home. About nine hundred families would apply for the

funds.When I posted news of Parton’s fire-victim fund to social media that evening, a West

Virginia acquaintance and filmmaker who documents poverty in Appalachia commented, “My

first words after the fires: Dolly will save ’em.” As she typed this, 11.5 million people were tuning

in to see Parton make a cameo appearance in Christmas of Many Colors—as a generous sex

worker shunned by self-proclaimed Christians in her hometown.Much has been sung about

auburn-haired “Jolene,” the real-life siren Parton says worked at a bank and flirted with her

husband when he came in to do business; she inspired the most covered of her hundreds of

original recorded songs. But the woman to whom music owes much more is the blond “town

tramp” Parton admired as a child. Parton created her look in that woman’s image.She had

“yellow hair piled on top of her head, red lipstick, her eyes all painted up, and her clothes all

tight and flashy,” Parton recalled in a 2016 interview with Southern Living. “I just thought she

was the prettiest thing I’d ever seen. And then when everybody said, ‘Oh, she’s just trash,’ I

thought, ‘That’s what I’m going to be when I grow up! Trash!’ ”Parton, now seventy-one, has told

this story many times because she is a woman whose appearance provokes people to demand

an explanation. In Christmas of Many Colors, she finally pays full homage to the “painted lady”

by making her the guardian angel of a narrative based loosely on a Christmas during Parton’s

childhood.In the movie, young Dolly stands on a sidewalk strumming a guitar on a cold

December night while holiday shoppers bustle along the main street of her tiny hometown;

she’s trying to help her dad and siblings come up with $69.95, plus tax, to finally get her mom a

gold wedding band. The yellow-haired woman, in her tight clothes and high heels, drops a

twenty-dollar bill into Dolly’s guitar case—but a self-righteous shopkeeper sweeping the



sidewalk refuses to let the elated child keep money tainted by the woman’s sins.
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P. Guerrero, “A national treasure. Very well written analysis by a person who has lived the

songs and understands the woman. As a person with very eclectic musical tastes and

experiences I always liked her music but then I read an article about her, I think it was in

Esquire in the70's, could have been Playboy, not sure and I do not remember the names of the

sorry-assed male duo who wrote it and tried to make her look like a country bumpkin and

made fun of her for liking meatloaf and chocolate milk but I do remember at the end of the

article thinking to myself "Dayammm, that is one really smart woman!" She has not

disappointed in that department and over the years my respect and admiration for her has

grown. I love how she understands that humanitarianism is the true basis of real Christianity.

Love her quips, jokes and come backs.  She is truly a national treasure.”

Val Williams, “A really good read. I bought this book for my daughter who is a Dolly fan, she

loved this book. It is well worth reading.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “feminist and class critique. Sounds terrible doesn't it! But fascinating

insight into the impact of someone like Dolly Parton on the many people in rural US who had

the deprived background she did and saw how she tackled that so effectively”
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linda stuart, “Prompt. Bought for a Christmas present. Item in A1 condition, and arrived before

estimated arrival date.  Excellent service.”

The book by Sarah Smarsh has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 763 people have provided feedback.
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